can investment increased by leaps and bounds not only in government 1oahs but, after the return of peace, in numerous phases of Cana•la's economic devdopment. Thus to the personal interests previously eata'blished by the emigration of 'eastern Canadians to the United States and the more recent migration of western Americans into the Canadian North West, as well as to the old ties growing out of close cultural relations and intercourse in trade, there was now added the incentive to curiosity furnished by the dominating place taken by Canada as a field for external investment.
Good roads and the automobile also enabled American visitors in unprecedented numbers to gain personal acquaintance wkh many parts of the Dominion. An, y scattered remnants of old ambitions suggested by the nineteenth-century catchword, "Manifest Destiny," had been pretty well dissipated by Canada's rejection of reciprocity in 1911, and the war had prlctically finished the process, but the status of Canada in the years following the war was to most Americans utterly inexplicable and often unbelievable. The debate in the Senate at Washington upon the treaty of Versailles revealed, particularly in connection with the discussion of the membership of the dominions in the League of Nations, the interesting fact that to many citizens of the Republic, Canada still seemed so essentially a colony that her vote would necessarily be merely an additional vote for Great Britain. Gradually, however, the logic of events did its work, until, with the pronotmcements of last year's Imperial Conference upon the relations existing among the several members of the Commonwealth, and with the actual exchange this year of ministers between Washington and Ottawa, the fact of dominion autonomy at length became too obvious to be denied. Canada, even to the popular mind in the United States, at last took her place ,axnong the nations of the world, to be thought of and treated no longer either as a mere colony, or as a future ad•dition to the Republic.
But for many citizens of the United States there remained a tremendous puzzle. How was one to account for the fact that a nation to which had been given so much international recognition should preserve, along with its rather noisily assertive nationalism, an ardent devotion to the ideal of continued membership in the British Emp, ire? To citizens of a nation such as the United St•te•, trained for generations to deduce from their own national history the dogma that liberty is unattainable and unpreservable except by separation from the old world and particularly from the
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British portion of it, the situation did indeed present a peculiarly bewildering puzzle. The more obvious the facts the greater became the bewilderment. And, to make matters still more difficult of understanding, there seemed to be in this strange new relationship an astonishing and perilous lack of interest in, and reliance upon, such formal bonds of union as, in the eyes of American citizens, were provided by the constitution of the United States. Moreover, the very similarity in many respects between Canadian and American life and institutions made the now obvious differences in nati6nal genius and political loyalties all the more difficult 'of comprehension. The puzzle could be solved, perhaps, by gaining an historical perspective upon the origins, not only proximate, but remote, out of which the present situation had developed.
Hence there arose a new eagerness to become acquainted with Canadian history, and professors in the universities, sharing in the general interest and desiring to meet the fresh curiosity, were at the same time quick to see that here was a new opportunity for broadening the public horizon through their students. For it is a notable fact that, while history has been long employed in foregoing 'ctiscussion presents the general setting which accounts in large measure for the beginning and rapid increase of courses on Canadian history in the universities of the United States. I,n giving a survey of this development it is desirable for the sake of clarity to take up in the first place the inclusion of Canadian history in more general or allied course 0, and in the second place its introduction as a distinct course of study. Then several related considerations will be dealt with.
While the usual type of course on the history of the United States has long included some matter, particularly upon the colonial period, dealing with the northern half of the continent, there is a recent tendency to make the introductory course in American history a wider survey, taking in the whole of North Of still greater interest and importance as marking the growth of attention to Canadian history has been fhe inauguration of courses dealing wholly with that subject. Of these in the last decaxle there have been almost a score, which will now be noticed in the order of their appeara'nce. In the spring semester of 1017 Professor Mary W. Williams introduced a course at Goucher College, Baltimore, which she gave for five years to elective groups of twelve to fifteen students. Beginning as a three-hour c.ourse in the first year, it afterwards was given two hours a week. In 10gl the special course was given up to make way for one on the foreign relations of the United States. A course on the British Empire was then introduced, and, although it was afterwards dropped for a time, it is offered anew for the coming college year.
In 1018 Professor Carl Wittke inaugurated at Ohio State University, Columbus, a course running five hours a week for one quarter, which has since been given regularly, and in some years twice, to classes averaging about thirty. In the same year Professor Edmond S. Meany of the University of Washington, Seattle, began to give a three-hour, one-quarter course on Canadian history. When first offered, this course was elected by nine stud'ents, but in the second year the number jumped to one hundred and twenty, and in the year just ended the enrolment reached one hundred and thirty-five.
In 1919 
